This paper attempts to summarizes possible reasons for BCG trial failure in India. It also lists out some of the important controversies and questions raised with regards to BCG trial in the context of Non Specific sensitivity.
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Background
Failure of BCG vaccine to protection in India against pulmonary tuberculosis gave rise plethora of controversy over the design and conduct of the study [1] . Most of the controversies surrounding BCG trial has been long settled. However there still lingering questions over the possibility of role played by Non Specific Sensitivity [NSS] caused through environmental atypical mycobacterium infection possibly masking the protective effect of BCG in the trial area continue to be debated. [2, 3] To give the readers the context of NSS and the controversies surrounded, a brief overview of BCG trial in India is presented below.
Rationale behind carrying out BCG randomize control trial in India were [4] : 1) Emergence of contradictory findings on efficacy of BCG from developed countries ( UK-80% BMRC trial, USA-0-33% (source IJMR 79-80)
2) All earlier controlled human trials were conducted with hesh liquid vaccines and not freezed dried vaccine that was extensively being used tubeculosis control programme in various countries.
3) Expert group that reviewed these BCG trials carried outside India opined that the differences in efficacy of BCG was probably due to [5] Also, everyone above 10 years was X-rayed. Those below 10 were assumed to be free from TB, unless ill.
The subsets of population analyzed for BCG efficacy were those with <8 mm PPD-S reaction and normal chest X-ray at recruitment and those who were infants at that time. They were defined as uninfected by They have also supported the hypothesis that BCG vaccination does offers protection against childhood form of TB.
BCG-NSS Interaction
The It is important to note here that emergence of such data has taken nearly 3 decades to evolve and reach present conclusion. 
5)
By observing the incidence rates among these three groups the most risk groups in this can be identified for taking needful intervention measure.
6) The classification of NSS group has till now been done using solely PPD-B only. However, if species specific antigen to be used for assessing the prevalence of different types of NSS, findings could have been more interesting than what has been reported.
